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CONTACT: B. Zeeck 

LUBBOCK--Approximately 30 Lubbock school teachers spent 

Tuesday (Aug. 24) looking 12,000 years backward in preparation for 

their 1982-83 eighth grade classes in earth and life sciences. 

The teachers participated in a workshop and tour of the 

Lubbock Lake National Landmark an archaeological site that has 

gained international interest because of its unusual chronological 

record of cultural and environmental changes. 

Evidence has been uncovered at Lubbock Lake to indicate that 

Clovis man used the site 12,000 years ago, and so did that culture's 

successors -- Folsom and then Plainview man, Archaic man, the 

Apache and Comanche Indians, early European pioneers and their 

progeny. 

The teacher's workshop was held in The Museum of Texas Tech 

University which has responsibility for research at the site. 

Collections Manager April MacDowell and Lubbock Lake Programs 

Coordinator Pat Northington participated in the daylong program 

arranged by Dr. Eileen Johnson, director of research at the site 

and curator of archaeology at The Museum. 

The teachers were given a review of the history and significance 

of the landmark as well as a discussion of its geology and other 

subjects of interest to junior high school students. 

Tours for the students will be arranged during the school 

year so that they can see for themselves how scientists discover 

the past -- the environment as well as man's activities -- by 

meticulous and informed examination of evidence. 

-more-



LUBBOCK LAKE/ADD ONE 

Northington said information also has been mailed to 

superintendents of other school districts in the region. 

Tours can be arranged for special groups of students and 

others by calling at least two weeks in advance. They are free 

as are s2ecial slide presentations and slide-lectures provided 

by Lubbock Lake project staff. 

Approximately 1,000 public school students have toured the 

research site since March 1, and more than 700 other people visited 

during Saturday tours offered this summer. 

Persons who want to volunteer for tour training or to work 

with collections that have come from the landmark are invited to 

call MacDowell or Northington at 742-2479. Volunteers are provided 

classes which are required before assignments can be made. 

-30-
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CONTACT: B. Zeeck 

LUBBOCK--Standing committees of the Texas Tech Boards of 

Regents were announced Tuesday (Aug. 24). Members were named by 

B. J. "Joe" Pevehouse, chairman. 

With each committee heading, the first named person is 

chairman and the second to be named is vice chairman. 

Serving both the health sciences center and the University are: 

on the Executive Committee, Pevehouse, Vice Chairman Anne Phillips 

and J. Fred Bucy, immediate past chairman of the board; Academic and 

Student Affairs, Phillips, Bucy, and Roy K. Furr; Campus and Building, 

Bucy, John E. Birdwell and Furr; Finance, Birdwell, Nathan C. Galloway, 

M.D., and Rex Fuller; Public Affairs, Development and University 

Relations, Fuller, Clint Formby and Phillips. 

In addition, the Athletic Affairs Committee, serving the 

university, includes Formby, Galloway and James L. Snyder. 

-30-
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CONTACT: B. Zeeck 

HOUSTON--The Texas Library Association has announced that 

its TLA Scholarship shall hereafter be known as the Ray C. Janeway 

Scholarship in honor of the Texas Tech University director of 

Library Services. 

A resolution passed unanimously by the TLA council in late 

July pointed out that Janeway, as president of the association in 

1960, returned his expense fund to the TLA "for the purpose of 

starting an endowment fund for scholarships." 

Janeway also is credited with initiating the 16.66 Club as a 

means of encouraging others to contribute to the fund. 

Executive Director Jerre Hetherington said the resolution 

naming the fund for Janeway was approved "unanimously and 

enthusiastically" and was "prompted by affection and appreciation." 

Janeway is immediate past president of the 4,000-member TLA 

and is the only person to have held that position for three different 

terms. He has directed library services at Texas Tech University 

for 33 years. 

The TLA scholarship assists those studying to become librarians. 

Janeway explained that the first $500 he gave to the scholarship 

fund really was "repayment" for $500 lent him while he was in library 

school. The lender, in his case, refused to accept repayment asking 

instead that he "just pass it on." 

The 16.66 Club began when he told TLA members that if each 

would give just $16.66 the $25,000 endowment could be reached in one 

""' year. 

3-8-24-82 -30-
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CONTACT: Preston Lewis 

LUBBOCK--The journalism graduate leaving college with a 

bachelor's degree and looking for a newspaper job is thinking bi g 

if he thinks small. 

That is the opinion of Dr. Harmon L. Morgan, director of the 

new Southwest Journalism Historical Center in the Texas Tech University 

Mass Communications Department. 

"For the new college graduate, the market is community 

journalism right now," Morgan said. 

While graduates may have their eyes on the bright lights of 

the big metropolitan dailies, they will find brighter prospects on 

smaller papers, particularly if they aspire to become a newspaper 

owner. 

"One of the problems of community journalism," Morgan said, 

"is getting good young people back into the s y stem. Most want to 

go to the bigger cities, but their chances for buying into a paper 

and long-range financial success are at the community journalism 

level." 

As an example, Morgan cited the case of one Texas Tech 

journalism graduate who started to work for a small daily in a 

town of 12,000. In the decade since, he has risen from reporter 

to publisher of the paper and president of the newspaper corporation. 

He also is on the board of a local bank. 

-more-



JOURNALISM OPPORTUNITIES/ADD ONE 

For the new graduate, pay in community journalism is 

comparable to that for similar experience in the larger markets. 

And,opportunity over the long run is just as good, Morgan said. 

An additional factor -- modern technology -- makes community 

journalism better for the graduate wanting a career on a traditional 

newspaper. Metropolitan newspapers may ultimately turn to electronic 

delivery systems through cable television, meaning the reader will 

punch television buttons instead of turning pages for his news. 

"I think the only newspaper that is going to continue in its 

present form is the small one," Morgan said. 

-30-
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LUBBOCK--Texas Tech President Lauro F. Cavazos said Tuesday 

(Aug. 24) that he has received from Lt. Gov. Bill Hobby a reminder 

that educators are being asked to contribute to the endowment for 

two chairs in education honoring the late A.M. Aikin Jr. for his 

"great contribution to education in Texas." 

The chairs are to be established at the University of 

Texas-Austin in recognition of the university's centennial year, 

1983. Educators from throughout the state are expected to contribute 

$500,000. 

"As you know," Hobby told the president, "the Legislature 

authorized matching funds from the Permanent University Foundation 

Fund for the purpose of establishing endowed chairs at the University 

of Texas at Austin. 

"Gifts totaling $500,000 (an average of $1 from each of 500,000 

employees and retirees in Texas education) to be matched by $500,000 

f rom the Permanent University Fund are necessary to endow two 

chairs -- one for general education and one for junior/community 

college education in the College of Education, the University of 

Texas at Austin. 

"It is our goal to present this gift from the educators of 

Texas on the opening day of the 68th session of the Texas Legislature, 

January 11, 1983," Hobby continued. 

Gifts are to be sent to Dr. Louis B. Williams, Paris Junior 

College , Pa r is , Te xas 75460, who is treasurer of the fund. Checks 

s hould be made out to the Aikin Chairs Endowment, the University of 

Texasi Gifts are tax deductible. 

-more-



AIKIN/ADD ONE 

"Your leadership and the cooperation of your employees," Hobby 

said, "will benefit all Texas education and educators for the many 

years to come and also express appreciation for Senator Aikin's 

great contribution to education in Texas." 

In responding to the request for support, Dr. Cavazos said that 

he believed many in the state will want to contribute to the Aikin 

chairs. 

"We are often negligent," Cavazos said, "in our failure to 

remember those who have worked so hard in behalf of education. 

As education is of such great value to all mankind, we cannot 

overestimate the value of those who work in support of it." 

Both Aikin and his wife attended Paris Junior College, and 

Aikin earned the Bachelor of Laws degree from Cumberland University 

in Tennessee. 

A brochure developed for the fund raising effort points out 

that Aikin was the author of the constitutional amendment and 

enabling act to establish the teacher retirement system, and he 

sponsored legislation needed to fund the program. He was the 

author of a bill to establish the automatic financing principle for 

public education. Aikin sponsored the first minimum teacher salary 

schedules; included all school districts in the equalization program 

and was the author of bills to provide the necessary finances. 

He is the author of the Gilmer-Aikin laws affecting public 

education, and he is credited with securing enactment of "ali major 

Hale-Aikin recommendations including major increases in all areas of 

the Foundation Program." 

He served in the Texas Legislature for 46 years. 

-30-
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ATTENTIOH: Agricultural Editors 

LUBBOCK--Three scientists now on the Texas Te ch Uni versity 

campus are expected to provide the core of a U.S. Department of 

Agriculture Plant Stress and Water Conservation Laboratory. 

Dr. Harold W. Gausman, research unit leader, Dr. John J. 

Burke and Dr. Bobbie L. McMichael are the first of 22 scientists 

to arrive at the university for plant stress research. 

The USDA laboratory is to be built on the Texas Tech campus 

when funding is appropriated by Congress. 

"Application of our combined research findings will not be 

limited to a particular region," Gausman said. 

findings to be helpful throughout the world." 

"We intend our 

Each scientist brings a particular area of expertise to the 

research unit. Their goal is to understand and solve problems 

of plant stress, and the results of their research are expected to 

be especially useful throughout the Great Plains of the central U.S. 

Gausman's research will be in defining measuring and 

manipulating cellular structure and biochemical processes that 

influence plants' tolerance to various stress, particularly 

drought and temperature. Using light reflective me asurements, 

he will also study the effect of stress on grains. 

"Each scientist contributes expertise on a different stage of 

plant stress," Burke said. "We will attack problems as a unit, not 

individually." 

-more-



USDA SCIENTISTS/ADD OPE 

Burke will study the biochemical system plants use to 

protect themselves from stress and look for ways to improve those 

systems for healthier growth. 

McMichael will examine relationships between plant root systems 

and stress. Using photography and other methods, McMichael will 

explore irrigated and non-irrigated root systems under field 

situations to evaluate stress response and investigate tolerance 

mechanisms. 

All three scientists will work in graudate student advisory 

capacities within the university's Department of Plant and Soil 

Science. 

The Texas Agricultural Experiment Station at Lubbock and 

Texas Tech scientists are cooperating in the USDA research. 

Dr. Jerry E. Quisenberry, a USDA scientist at the experiment 

station is laboratory director of the plant stress team. 

"These three scientists are the nucleus in the development 

of the Plant Stress and Water Conservation Laboratory," Quisenberry 

said. "Their presence on the Texas Tech campus will be a real 

asset." 

Dr. Robert C. Albin, associate dean of the College of Agricultural 

Sciences at Texas Tech, is director of the university's Institute 

for Plant Stress Research, established for Texas Tech scientists 

to collaborate with USDA researchers. 

"The cooperative nature of the research program," Albin said, 

"allows USDA, the Agricultural Experiment Station and Texas Tech 

researchers to work together in solving the vast problems associated 

with plant stress and water conservation." 

-more-



USDA SCIENTISTS/ADD TWO 

The five Texas Tech scientists collaborating on plant stress 

and water conservation research are Dr. David E. Koeppe, chairman 

of the Department of Plant and Soil Science; department faculty 

Dr. Daniel R. Krieg and Dr. Carol Robacker; Dr. Jerry D. Berlin, 

Biological Sciences Department; and Dr. David B. Knaff, Chemi s try 

Department. 

Gausman comes to the Texas Tech campus from Weslaco, Texas, 

where he was supervisory plant physiologist for the USDA Agricultural 

Research Station. 

Previously he taught at the University of Illinois, Texas A&M 

University, Rutgers University and the University of Maine. He 

received his bachelor's degree in agronomy from the University 

of Maine and master's and doctoral degrees in agronomy from the 

University of Illinois. 

Gausman's research has helped explain stressed plant leaf 

reflectance, transmittance and absorption of radiation in relation 

to leaf maturity, thickness, senescence, stem position and water 

content. 

He is author or co-author of more than 250 publications, 

referee for 12 scientific journals and reviewer of research proposals 

for the National Science Foundation, USDA, National Aeronautics 

and Space Administration and Agricultural Experiment Stations. 

Burke, a USDA plant physiologist since 1979, was formerly 

associated with the Agricultural Research Service at North Carolina 

State University. 

-more-



USDA SCIENTISTS/ADD THREE 

He received bachelor's and master's degrees from Arizona 

State University and a doctoral degree from the University of 

Illinois. His honors and awards include a 1979 National Science 

Foundation Postdoctoral Fellowship at Cornell Univeristy. 

author of 35 scientific publications. 

He i s 

McMichael earned his bachelor's, master's and doctoral degrees 

at Texas A&M University before starting work with USDA in 1971. 

Until 1979, McMichael was employed at the Cotton Physiology 

and Genetics Laboratory in Stoneville, Miss., working on plant stress. 

He has worked in the area of plant stress and water conservation at 

Texas Tech for three years. McMichael is author of 26 scientific 

publications. 

-30-
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ATTENTION: Business Editors 

LUBBOCK--Breaking the back of inflation has thrown many 

American businesses against the ropes, says Dr. Richard L. 

Peterson, Texas Tech University banking expert. 

"I think the Federal Reserve or the federal government or 

both are a little scared about the shaky nature of many businesses," 

Peterson said. "I think they're realizing that they have to get 

interest rates down in order to save them." 

Peterson, who holds the I. wylie and Elizabeth Briscoe Chair 

of Bank Management, said the Federal Reserve is trying to send 

psychological messages to the economy by lowering discount rates. 

"The Fed has been doing something very unusual. They've been 

moving the discount rate down very quickly and very sharply," 

Peterson said. 

The discount rate is the rate the Federal Reserve charges 

member banks to borrow money. Generally, he said, the Federal 

Reserve does not try to move the discount rate until interest rates 

have adjusted. 

"The back of inflation, the psychology of inflation, has been 

broken. 

he said. 

The economy should be able to tolerate lower interest rates," 

Industries which have suffered under high interest rates 

include construction, automobile and savings and loans. 

-more-



INTEREST RATES/ADD ONE 

"These industries have to borrow a lot of money in order to 

produce," Peterson said. "They cannot afford to pay high interest 

rates and the Federal Reserve is trying to get those rates down." 

Peterson said, by easing the control of money too soon coupled 

with July l tax cuts, the Federal Reserve was afraid the economy 

would accelerate and recreate inflation. 

"Well, we've had the tax cut and the economy hasn't taken 

off," Peterson said. "I think the Federal Reserve is a little scared 

that there isn't going to be a robust recovery. I also think the Fed is 

afraid that we could tip over into a depression." 

Peterson said the Federal Reserve's attempt to lower interest 

rates could mean it has abandoned the strict 111011.etar:i control 

policies. The Fed also could be trying to stimulate growth in the 

money supply, which has lately grown very slowly. 

"In either case, the Fed wants the money supply to grow 

faster in the economy than it has done recently," Peterson said. 

Tax increases, passed recently by Congress, signal some 

undoing of tax cuts passed last year. They are also an attempt to 

get the federal government out of the money market. 

"The government can displace anybody if it goes out in the 

market and borrows money," he said. "And with these huge deficits, 

unless there was a tax increase, it looked as if the government was 

going to price everyone else out of that market." 

Peterson said that, with the tax increase it can be hoped, 

the government won't be borrowing as much money. 

He said if the tax money is used to decrease the deficit to 

some reasonable level, interest rates should fall and make it easier 

for people to borrow money. 

-more-



INTEREST RATES/ADD TWO 

"A reasonable deficit depends on the state of the economy," 

Peterson said. "If you' re at full employment you probably should 

be generating a slight government surplus." 

He said the problem has been that politicians have "played 

games" with the full-employment concept, saying we could have a 

balanced budget with a national employment level of 4 percent. 

"But, of course, we haven't had 4 percent unemployment nationally 

for a long time and we are not likely to see that again," he said. 

"We have a fairly generous unemployment compensation program which 

makes it easy for people to stay out of work for a long time before 

finding another job." 

Peterson's predictions for the future are not wholly optimistic. 

Inflation will probably be rekindled, he said, and interest rates 

will rise once more. 

"If Reagan is right in that teenagers and congressmen spend 

more when they have a larger allowance, it may be that an increase 

in taxes leads only to more government spending, which is dangerous 

in that it may reignite inflation," he said. 

-30-
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CONTACT: Cheryl Duke 

LUBBOCK--Five hundred handmade toys, representing handc r a fts 

typical of half the states of Mexico, will go on display Sept. 5 

at The Museum of Texas Tech University. 

The "Mexican Folk Toys," exhibit was produced by the Universi ty 

of Texas Institute of Texan Cultures at San Antonio. 

Although made in Mexico, the toys also represent the heritage of 

Texas children of Mexican-American descent. 

Folk toys are made by children who play with them, family member s 

or friends and professional toymakers. The exhibit focuses primarily 

on those made and sold by skilled folk craftsmen. Toys are often 

bought as decorative items and keepsakes by visitors to markets 

throughout Mexico. 

Toy materials include fiber, wood, tin, lead, papier-mache, 

clay, sugar, wheat, wax, glass, bone, gum, shells, flowers and rag. 

Mexican culture is reflected in the dress styles of both 

Indian and mestizo dolls, the types of household objects found in 

Mexican homes of both rich and poor, and replicas of animals common 

to Mexico. 

No two toys are exactly alike. Some are crude and others are 

exquisite in design. Traces of Spani sh and French influences on 

Mexican culture are evident in the toys. 

Everyday toys include sticks, trucks, miniature kitchen items 

and furniture. Seasonal toys include papier-mache masks and Judas 

figures, popular during pre-Lenten carnivals and during Holy Week. 

Cardboard coffins, clay skeletons, masks of la muerte (death), candy 

and clay skulls are sold by the millions for the Day of the Dead. 



MEXICAN TOYS/ADD ONE 

Christmas characters and nativity scenes are other popular toys . 

The craft of the toymakers has been passed down from generation 

to generation. It is often a family operation with even young 

children helping. Families work long, hard hours -- often 10 or more 

a day, six days a week -- but they earn more than common laborers . 

Toys have been purchased by the Mexican government to be sold 

in shops in the country's larger cities. They have also been popular 

export items. 

The traditional toys, however, are almost becoming a dying 

art because mass-produced plastic toys, including masks and dolls, 

have been making inroads in almost every area of Mexico. Plastic 

trucks are replacing tin ones and the popular Day of the Dead figures 

are available in plastic. 

The brightly dolored and decorative folk toys will be on exhibit 

through Oct. 17. 

The Museum will be closed Monday, Sept. 6, for the Labor Day 

holiday. Regular hours are 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Mondays through 

Saturdays, until 8:30 p.m. Thursdays, and 1-4:30 p.m. Sundays. 

-30-
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CONTACT: Preston Lewis 

LUBBOCK--A public reception honoring retiring Texas Tech 

University Library Director Ray C. Janeway will be given 3-5 p.m. 

Tuesday (Aug. 31) in the University Center Courtyard. 

Janeway is retiring after 33 years as University Library 

director. 

The reception, open to Janeway's campus and community friends, 

is being given by the staff of the University Library, the Southwest 

Collection and the Law Library. 

-30-
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CONTACT: Jerrold Broussard 

LUBBOCK--Auditions for the Texas Tech University Mus ic Theatre 

and Civic Lubbock, Inc., production of La Traviata will b e Se p t. 4 

in the Music Building on the Texas Tech campus. 

Giuseppe Verdi's grand opera will be performed in English 

by a cast of 60. Auditions are open to the public, but cast members 

will be required to enroll at Texas Tech. 

Texas Tech Professor John Gillas will direct the production. 

Performances are scheduled at 8:15 p.m. Oct. 28-30 in the Lubbock 

Memorial Civic Center. 

Those who audition for the show may sing a song of their choice. 

However, Gillas requests that those auditioning for a major role sing 

an aria from that particular role. An accompanist will be prov ided. 

For more information contact, the Texas Tech Department of 

Music at 742-2294. 

-30-
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CONTACT: Preston Lewis 

LUBBOCK--Tuition and fees fc __ - ••J...v.L1..1.ng for courses 

during the 1982 fall semester at Texas Tech University must be paid 

on an alphabetical schedule Aug. 30 through Sept. 3. 

Tuition and fees should be paid in the University Center 

Ballroom between 10 a.m. and 7 p.m. on this schedule for persons whose 

last names begin with: Kf-Ri, Monday, Aug. 30; Rj-Z, Tuesday, Aug. 

31; A-D, Wednesday, Sept. l; and E-Ke, Thursday, Sept. 2. 

Late payment will be accepted Friday, Sept. 3, but a late 

payment fee of $15 will be added. 

Bills for tuition and fees will not be mailed and payment by 

mail will not be accepted in the Bursar's Office, according to Marsha 

A. Barnes, Director of Accounting Services. 

"Students who fail to make payment by 7 p.m. Friday, Sept. 3, 

will have their registration cancelled," Barnes said. 

no reinstatement procedure." 

"There will be 

Students must pay in person by check, cash, cashier's check or 

money order. An uncollectible check will result in cancellation of 

registration, Barnes said. 

To pay their bills, students should pick up fee statements in 

the UC Ballroom and proceed to a cashier station. Personnel from the 

Financial Aids Office will be available to disburse scholarships and 

other financial aid to those students deemed eligible before registration. 

Barnes said students should adhere to the payment schedule, 

but exceptions will be made if a student is unable to come on the 

designated date. However, all payments must be in no later than 

7 p.m. Friday, Sept. 3. -30-



Story leads for week 
August 30-September 4, 1982 

DON'T BE FUELISH--Sixty-five percent of all the oil that has been 
discovered is still in the ground. And with the right economic 
climate, Dr. James T. Smith says the oil could last us into the 
next century. But the chairman of the Texas Tech Petroleum 
Engineering Department warns that America is not taking seriously 
the development of alternative fuels for the time when U.S. oil runs 
out. Despite conservation, are Americans still taking oil for 
granted? Contact Smith at 742-3573. 

HELP WANTED--Unemployment lines grow longer, yet America suffers 
from a shortage of critical workers. The American Council on 
Education reports that jobs in science and technical fields are 
going unfilled because of a lack of qualified workers. At issue 
is the problem of "techno-shock." Rapidly changing technology is 
swamping many people, including college graduates, in it's wake. 
Dr. Dayton Y. Roberts, professor of higher education at Texas Tech, 
says today's college degree is obsolete in 4 to 5 years if continuous 
training does not follow. For a discussion, call Roberts at 742-2393. 

FRIENDLY FIRE--Last year, Texans deliberately set 206 range fires, 
to burn 100,000 acres. This year, Dr. Henry A. Wright believes 
that number of controlled burns could double. Wright, professor 
of range and wildlife management at Texas Tech, says fire -- used 
to suppress brush and followed years later by spot chemical 
application -- could be the best management tool to hit the ranges 
yet. Contact Wright at 742-2841. 

Events 

ROLL CALL--Classes for the 1982 fall semester at Texas Tech get 
underway at 7:30 a.m. Monday (Aug. 30). 

12-8-26-82 

For assistance in developing 
these and other story ideas, 
contact Dave Clark at UN&P, 
742-2136. 
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CONTACT: Cheryl Duke 

LUBBOCK--The Museum of Texas Tech University is seen as a 

niche of unlimited opportunity, strong potential and awes ome 

responsibility by Dr. J. Terry Zeller, new curator of education 

for The Museum. Zeller sees himself as the public's advocate. 

"The potential here is what makes it exciting," Zeller said. 

"It is ~ re].atively ne~ __ or _untried area as far as educational 

opportunities." 

"Museums are first and foremost educational," in Zeller's view. 

"We let the public learn from collections as much as possible while 

still preserving them for posterity." he said. 

Zeller would like to see museum-goers actively involved in 

learning, _ a~ki_ng que_~t;i.~!}S _ a_p_o-st _9bj~c 1::~ - a_nd applying the infor:nation 

they learn to other exhibits or other museums. 

Zeller hopes to experiment with tour techniques. He said tours 

can be improvisational, so that all ages of tourists can be more 

independent of authority figures like their tour guides or the 

label copy. 

In the distant future, Zeller would like to bring musical 

performances back to The Museum and to see more things done at 

The Museum for special population groups -- like senior citizens 

and the handicapped. 

"We may someday have signing tours for the hearing impaired 

and hands-on individual tours for the visually handicapped," he said. 

-more-
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EDUCATION CURATOR/ADD ONE 

The many facets of the museum in Lubbock -- The Museum, 

the planetarium, the Lubbock Lake project, the Ranching Heritage 

Center and the Museum Science Program -- make the task awesome. 

"It's fantastic the public schools send _their youth here 

each year," he said. "I want to give close attention to the school 

tours program. Museum field trips are not educational throw-aways. 

Students need to view the museum a_s -~nether learning environment." 

He plans to initiate more museum outreach programs where 

museum staff and volunteers take slide shows to the schools and to 

the public to introduce The Museum, drum up interest for special 

exhibitions and attract special audiences. 

Zeller also wants to enhance the museum training for volunteers, 

and he will teach a museum education course this fall in the 

museum science program for which he holds high regard. 

"There is no comparable museum science program in the country," 

he said. "Others specialize, for instance in early American culture 

or in history, but this one is a general program. 

"Students can specialize here or they can generalize and obtain 

a background in costumes, history, art, natural science and 

anthropology, for use in the majority of the nation's museums -- small, 

general museums." 

Zeller likes to see a museum with architectural integrity -- which 

fits into its environment like The Museum of Texas Tech. 

"The physical plant is probably one of the best and certainly 

one of the largest of its type in the nation," he said. 

He said this museum is highly regarded in professional museum 

circles for its potential, a quality which influenced his decision 

to come here. 

-more-



EDUCATION CURATOR/ADD TWO 

Zeller's job officially begins Sept. 1. He came to Texas Tech 

from the Minneapolis Institute of Arts where he was coordinator of 

adult education. 

He plans to use more of his interdisciplinary training -- in 

history, education, museology and art history -- at The Museum of 

Texas Tech. 

For the leisure learner this fall, he will teach a course, 

"Mirror on America's Past -- Painting, Sculpture, Architecture 

and Decorative Arts from Colonial Times to The Civil War." The 

course begins Sept. 2 and will be presented weekly Thursday mornings. 

-30-

13-8-26-82 
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CONTACT: Cheryl Duke 

LUBBOCK--Tall and true tales of the West, ethnic dances, 

pioneer foods and ranch chores and crafts will highlight the 13th 

Annual Ranch Day, Sept. 18, at the Ranching Heritage Center. 

Family activities will begin a F 9:30 a~r.1. with a fl.ag 

raising in front of the David M. DeVitt and Mallet Ranch Building. 

Admission to the historic exhibit site is free. 

At 10 a.m. the newly restored 1918 Ropes Depot will be dedicated 

at the center. Dr. Keith L. Bryant Jr., dean of Liberal Arts at 

Texas A&M and author of a history of the Santa Fe Railroad, will 

speak. 

Adele McGinty of Lubbock, donor of the depot, will respond for 

the family. She donated the structure in memory of her husband, 

William J. McGinty. With plans to create a private museum on his 

land in Lubbock, he had purchased the depot after it was closed in 

19 74. 

Volunteers, dressed in period custumes, will demonstrate 

pioneer activities in various structures at the 14-acre center. 

Muleshoe fourth graders and their teacher will provide a living 

pioneer school day s scene at the Bairfield Schoolhouse. 

Lubbock Quilting Guild members will quilt at Las Escarbadas. 

Horseshoeing and brandi ng will be demonstrated by Burney Chapman 

and sons at the Renderbrook-Spade Blacksmith Shop. 

At the Barton Hous e , visitors will try to identify pioneer tools 

and utensils and may observe landscape painting by artist Future 

Johnson. Newly restored rooms of the elegant ranch house, including 

furniture from t he Barton, Kei t h and Halsell ranches, will be open to 

the public. - more-



RANCH DAY/ADD ON E 

Ralls Muse um sta f f members will tell cowboy tales at the JY 

Bunkhouse and the Buffalo Story will be presented by Crosby County 

Pioneer Memorial Museum staffers at the Matador Office Building. 

Campfire coffee and sourdough donuts will be prepared at the 

chuck wagon by Larry and Carol Kyle. 

Mule team rides through the center will be given by Arch and 

Arch Karl Lamb. 

An electric vehicle has been purchased to make Ranch Day 

activities more accessible to those unable to walk through the 14-acre 

site. 

A progressive pioneer lunch will be served from 11:30 a.m. to 

1:30 p.m., north of the 6666 Barn. Foods of special ranching 

significance will include Scottish pie (beef), German sausage, 

Southern fried chicken and chuck wagon brisket and beans. Cookies, 

tea and water will be available. The meal costs $5.75. 

Cliff Teinert of Albany will sing the "Cowboy Prayer" before 

lunch. Entertainment during lunch will include alternating dance 

performances by the Texas Tech University German Dancers and the 

Rush Elementary Prairie Dancers. Rick Sudduth and the Cowpokes of 

Crosbyton will also perform. 

Afternoon features include readers theater and a story dance 

show. 

Folktales of the Old West and anecdotes from the memoirs of 

early ranchers will be read on the stage of the 6666 Barn at 1 p.m. 

and 2 p.m. The readers theater is directed by Carol Brannon who 

earned her master's degree in speech communications from Texas Tech. 

The story dance group will perform "Pecos Bill" at 1:30 p.m. 

near the David M. DeVitt and Mallet Ranch Building. The group is 

directed by Suzanne Aker, local dance instructor. 
-more-



RA~CH DAY/ADD TWO 

An exhibit of Western movie memorabilia from the 1930s through 

the 1970s will be displayed throughout the Mallet Ranch Building. 

Two railroad exhibits including historical photographs, maps 

and model locomotives will be shown at The Museum. Other exhibits 

include horsedrawn vehicles. 

Ranch Day, sponsored by the Ranching Heritage Association, 

will be the culmination of the 1982 National Golden Spur Award 

Weekend, honoring Golden Spur recipient J. Ernest Browning of 

Willcox, Ariz. 

-30-

13-8-27-82 



caption-----

MUSEUM PERSPECTIVE--Dr. J. Terry Zeller, new curator of education 

for The Museum of Texas Tech University, ponders the task of 

continuing and developing education programs for The Museum, the 

planetarium, the Ranching Heritage Center, and the Lubbock Lake 

project. Zeller's job officially begins Sept. 1 and he will begin 

training volunteers for school tours Sept. 2. 

-30-
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caption-----

RANCH CHORES--Horseshoeing and branding will be among typical 

ranch chores demonstrated at the Ranching Heritage Center during 

Ranch Day, Sept. 18. The day, including ranch crafts, ethnic and 

pioneer music and dancing, readers theater and story dance productions 

and living history scenes in various historically restored structures, 

is open free to the public, 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. (TECH PHOTO) 

-30-
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SUGGESTED FOR RELEASE AUGUST 31 

Tech Freshmen Surveyed 

CONTACT: Pat Williams 

Full-time entering freshmen at Texas Tech are be ing urged by the- Dean of 

Students Office this week to go their sophomore brethren one better. They are 

being asked to fill out and return a freshman survey that's designed to make 

academic and social life better for all students at Tech. Last year's freshman 

class (this fall's sophomores) pleased Tech officials by completing~~nd returning 

75% of the questionnaires distributed to them at the beginning of the last s cho ol 

year. But Tech officials would like to see an even higher return rate from this 

year's freshman class. Tech is once again participating in the national annual 

survey of college freshmen conducted by the American Council on Education. As 

a participant in this program, Tech is part of the largest ongoing study of 

higher education in the United States, the principal purpose of which is to 

determine the effects of college on students. Last fall Tech rejoined 536 other 

institutions participating in the research program after having sat out the pre

vious ten years. Information provided by Tech's 1981-82 freshmen included bio

graphical and demographic data, as well as information on high school background 

and activities, career plans, educational aspirations, financial arrangements, and 

current attitudes. This information is used by Tech to evaluate current programs 

and services in relationship to the characteristics, needs, and desires of entering 

students. Information from last year's freshman survey has already been partially 

responsible for the rescheduling of Freshman Orientation conferences this past 

summer, and the establishment of a unive rsity committee assigned to study Tech's 

academic advisement system. 

Since the freshman survey is an ongoing research program, it is possible to 

follow trends in the information provided by students from year to year. Com

parisons of data from Tech's 1981 survey and surveys from Tech's earlier participa

tion reveal some interesting trends. For instance, since 1966, 29% more Tech 



freshmen say they plan to earn a masters degree, 53% more say they plan to earn 

a doctoral degree, and a huge 786% more say they plan to earn a law degree. 

Between 1970 and 1981 interest in engineering as a major field of study has 

increased by an astounding 4,500%, and since 1966 interest in the biological 

sciences has increased by 91%. 

Another interesting trend among Tech freshmen is the increasing level of 

their parents' education. Since 1970, for instance, the percentage of fathers who 

are college graduates has risen by 51%, and the percentage with a graduate degree 

has risen by 458%. 

Parental income has followed the same trend, with an increase of 873% sin ce 

1966 in freshmen reporting their annual family income to be $30,000 or more. At 

the same time, however, students expressing major concern over college financing 

have increased by 165% since 1966. 

Since 1970 Tech has apparently broadened its appeal to students in other 

areas of the state and nation, attracting 81% more students who live over 500 miles 

from Lubbock. 

Another use to which the freshman survey data has been applied is to compare 

the responses of Tech's freshmen with those of students from other universities. 

Several interesting differences were revealed in the 1981 data. Compared to fresh

men in other universities of similar size and scope, Tech freshmen made better 

grades in high school, had a higher family income, were more likely to be born

again Christians, and had better-educated parents. While Tech freshmen agreed with 

freshmen at other schools that inflation is the greatest domestic problem, and that 

women deserve job equality, in general Tech freshmen were more conservative on 

political and social issues such as pollution control, rights of criminals, capital 

punishment, abortion, divorce laws, busing, and legalization of marijuana. Com

pared to their fellow freshmen elsewhere, more Tech students attended religious 

services, fewer smoked, more took vitamins, and more jogged. 



To collect similar data on this year's freshman class, the same system that 

was used last fall is being implemented this week. On-campus freshmen are re

ceiving the freshman survey questionnaires from the resident assistants in their 

residence halls and freshmen living off campus will be mailed the survey along 

with a postage-paid return envelope. Tech officials are hopeful that last year's 

75% return rate will be met and exceeded. 
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